T@sk Project activities Shkoder, 8 – 9 March 2018

During the field visit in Shkoder on 8 – 9 March 2018, the team of T@sk project composed by professors of University of Florence, University Complutense of Madrid, University Institute of Lisbone, University of Shkodra, University of Elbasan, University of Tirana and members of Social Workers Order of Tuscany, visited two associate partners of the project: Municipality of Shkoder and the NGO “The Door-Albania”. The team visits also another NGO working in Shkoder area “Light steps” and the Orphanage for children aged 6 to 18 years.

The representatives of the organizations presented the social services they offer for specific groups.

The T@sk’s team also attended the Conference “Decentralization and deinstitutionalization of residential services for orphan children in Shkoder Municipality” organized by ACLI – IPSIA.

A visit was organized also in the Department of Psychology and Social Work, University of Shkoder.

The detailed agenda of the field visits follow as bellow:

8 March 2018, 10.00 – 11.00:
- Meeting with the Representatives of “Social services and Housing Directorate” of the Municipality of Shkoder.

8 March 2018, 11.30 – 12.30:
- Visit at the Women`s Center “Light Steps”.

8 March 2018, 15.30 – 17.00:
- Visit at the “Orphanage for children aged 6 to 18 years”.

9 March 2018, 9.00 – 13.00:
- Attending the Conference “Decentralization and deinstitutionalization of residential services for orphan children in Shkoder Municipality” organized by ACLI – IPSIA in collaboration with Municipality of Shkoder, University of Shkoder ”Luigi Gurakuqi”, University of Bologna.

9 March 2018, 15.30 – 16.30:
- Visiting the “Musical Band per Disability” part of NGO “The Door-Albania”
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